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Milo with a Halo - Lisa M. Umina 2003-04
One morning, Milo wakes up and tells God he is going to find his best friend...throughout the day each
animal that he encounters, he asks them if they will be his best friend and play with him till days end. The
animals don t want to play with Milo. Fortunately, at the end of the day, Milo finds out who his best friend
really is. At last here s a book that helps parents to teach their children to talk to God. Milo is a beacon for
children to show them how easy it is to talk to God and the importance of having a relationship with Him.
Milo Finds His Best Friend - Lisa Umina 2011-05-01
Now children can color along with Milo and be a part of his quest to find his best friend. The children can
become Milo?'s friend too. Share the important message with your loved ones of all ages.
Plant-Based Superheroes - Shelly Fitzpatrick 2020-03-30
In a far remote land there is a magical place for animals where they are protected from the outside world.
These are very special and unique animals that includes comedian chickens, blurry vision soccer playing
dogs, and comedian chickens, just to name a few. Today, the Thank You Sanctuary is open to kids. These
lucky kids will hear the animals amazing emergency rescue stories and learn how they can become
superheroes when they protect animals and don't eat them. This is a non-graphic, informative (fiction and
non-fiction) book that helps kids understand the truth, so they can grow up saving animals and the planet.
Latina and Latino Children's Mental Health [2 volumes] - Natasha J. Cabrera 2011-02-02
A team of expert academics and practitioners examines the life circumstances that impact Latino/a youth
growing up in two cultures—their native culture and that of the United States. • Chapters from leading
researchers across the United States who study Latino children and youth • A glossary • A bibliography
Flight of Fancy - Vicki Tharp 2020-10-20
One donor heart. Two damaged men. Three tangled destinies. Seven years after his partner’s tragic death,
pilot Joss Kincaid is ready to love again. Only he never expected love to come knocking on his hangar door.
Milo Malone has made the sky’s bluer, his days brighter, and his nights… well, you know. Now, Joss is
ready to take things to the next level. Except something isn’t right. When Joss finds out Milo is so much
more than the man he thought he was, it pitches their budding relationship into chaos. Can Joss trust his
feelings for Milo? Or are they merely remnants of the love he had for the man he’d lost?
Milo and Ze - Mark Watson 2014-12-10
THE BEST SELLING BULL TERRIER BOOK IN THE WORLD! Join Milo, the long forgotten Bull Terrier, as
he travels the world in search of nothing more than a friend he can call his own. Milo & Ze makes the
perfect Bull Terrier gift for kids, dog lovers and bully fans alike.
Milo Finds His Best Friend - Lisa Umina 2013-06-01
Milo Finds His Best Friend This book is a must for parents to introduce God to their children and more
importantly show children that they can openly communicate to God and start a relationship with Him by
just talking to God.
The Adventures of Jack and Milo - Jennie Dial
Meet Milo, the bull terrier pup that likes to fly! Join the fun and every day adventures with Milo and his best
friend, Jack the Pilot, as they take to the skies and find friends wherever they go!
Sticks and Stones - C. A. Boyer 2010-02
This book is a marvelous combination of humor and drama about what may be the real reason aliens were
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drawn to Roswell, New Mexico in 1947. The people in this story have all been drawn to Rachel, Nevada for
a reason and are held there by bad experiences that have all but stopped them from living but an alien
interruption changes the very routine that holds them all hostage. Sometimes what is first seen as a bad
thing, ends up being the exact thing that is needed. Sticks and Stones takes you on a journey that starts
with chaos and mayhem and ends with understanding and acceptance. Experience the sorrow and joy that
fill the life of ordinary people surrounded by extraordinary happenings.
Milo's Monster - Tom Percival 2022-08-03
Milo and Jay have always been best friends . . . until one day, a green-eyed monster appears! A book about
dealing with jealousy, from the bestselling Big Bright Feelings series by Tom Percival Be open, be honest,
be you! Big Bright Feelings for little people. Milo loves spending time with his best friend, Jay. But when a
new girl called Suzi moves in next door, Milo starts to feel left out. The jealous feeling gets stronger and
stronger – until suddenly, a GREEN-EYED MONSTER pops up beside him! Soon, the monster is poisoning
Milo's thoughts. It won't leave him alone! Can Milo find a way to free himself from the monster and repair
his friendship? Warm and uplifting, Milo's Monster is an inspiring story about dealing with feelings of
jealousy. It's the ideal starting point for helping children to build strong friendships and say goodbye to
jealous feelings. Tom Percival's Big Bright Feelings series is the perfect springboard for talking about
mental and emotional health, positive self-image, building self-confidence and managing feelings. Every
child's bookshelf should contain his books.
A Vision of Murder: - Victoria Laurie 2005-12-06
Professional psychic Abby Cooper has invested in a fixer-upper, hoping to make a killing in the real estate
market. But a killing of another kind puts her plans awry, as the ghost of a murdered woman and some
troublesome poltergeists lead her into a mystery that stretches all the way back to World War II.
Kill Them with Canvas - Bailee Abbott 2022-10-11
In Bailee Abbott’s second book in the Paint by Murder mysteries, Chloe and Izzie are taking their paint
party business on the road—with murder as the first stop! Chloe Abbington and her sister, Izzie, are
enjoying huge success running Paint with a View, their paint party business in the tranquil western New
York lakeside town of Whisper Cove. Now, their aunt Constance—president of the local chapter of the
Chautauqua Sisterhood—has hooked them up with a gig hosting a Halloween painting party. The guests will
be painting a local ghost legend, the Lady of Chautauqua Lake, who died a hundred years earlier and rises
from the lake every October to haunt anyone who dares venture out on All Hallows’ Eve. The event seems
to be going off without a hitch, until Chloe overhears an argument between Constance and Viola
Finnwinkle, the Sisterhood director, about the fate of the local chapter. Both women leave and the sisters
finish their painting. But the next morning, Viola’s body is discovered floating face down near the town
ferryboat dock, her long red hair spread around her. Eerily, the image is an exact replica of a painting
Chloe and Izzie had discovered at the event the night before. What’s more, the police find Constance’s
purple knit hat lying on the ground near the crime scene. Constance pleads innocence, saying the hat
mysteriously went missing during the event. Frantic that she might be charged with murder, she begs
Chloe and Izzie to help her. The sisters believe their aunt is innocent, but if so, who’s the real killer—and
when will the next victim turn up?
Out of Character - Annabeth Albert 2021-07-06
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It's friends-to-enemies-to-friends-to-lovers in this LGBTQIA+ Romance for fans of Red, White & Royal Blue
and The Pros of Cons. Jasper Quigley is tired of being everyone's favorite sidekick. He wants to become the
hero of his own life, but that's not going to happen if he agrees to help out his former best friend turned
king of the jocks, Milo Lionetti. High school was miserable enough, thanks, and Jasper has no interest in
dredging up painful memories of his old secret crush. But Milo's got nowhere else to go. His life is spiraling
out of control and he's looking to turn things back around. Step one? Replace the rare Odyssey cards he
lost in an idiotic bet. Step two? Tell his ex-best-friend exactly how he feels—how he's always felt. Jasper
may be reluctant to reopen old wounds, but he never could resist Milo. There's a catch, though: if Milo
wants his help, he's going to have to pitch in to make the upcoming children's hospital charity ball the best
ever. But as the two don cosplay for the kids and hunt for rare cards, nostalgia for their lost friendship may
turn into something even more lasting...
Milo - Lily Morton 2019-02-19
Once upon a time a brave knight rescued a young man. Unfortunately, he then spent the next few years
bossing the young man around and treating him like a child.Milo has been burying himself at Chi an Mor,
hiding from the wreckage of his once promising career and running from a bad relationship that destroyed
what little confidence he had. Niall, his big brother's best friend, has been there for him that entire time. An
arrogant and funny man, Niall couldn't be any more different from the shy and occasionally stuttering Milo,
which has never stopped Milo from crushing wildly on the man who saved him.However, just as Milo makes
the decision to move on from his hopeless crush, he and Niall are thrown into close contact, and for the first
time ever Niall seems to be returning his interest. But it can never work. How can it when Milo always
needs rescuing?From the bestselling author of the Mixed Messages series comes a story about a man who
needs to write his own happily ever after.This is the second book in the Finding Home series, but it can be
read as a standalone.Content warning: There are descriptions of domestic abuse in this book.
MILO - Autistic Warrior - Elizabeth Haddon, Ed.D. 2014-07-17
Neglected by his parents from the moment he was diagnosed with autism at age three, Milo McCance
survives his first eleven years in a world of isolation and rejection. Math and science are all that make
sense to him. When his history-professor father takes a tentative interest in him, Milo unknowingly initiates
a path to his own destruction. All hell breaks loose. Milo must find his way through the ensuing chaos and
looming threat. The second half of the story time-warps eight years in the future to the year 2020. Milo is
now age twenty. A group of teachers in Milo’s former high school are determined to eliminate the growing
population of autistic students enrolled in the school. Through a series of events, Milo is asked to team up
with the school’s Director to thwart the group’s Machiavellian efforts to erase any influence autism has on
the school’s culture. As Milo comprehends the parameters of the group’s threat to the students, he finds
himself caught between past terrors and future annihilation. Milo, Autistic Warrior is a novel about family,
relationships, autism, repressed rage and the courage required to find identity in the midst of fear and
destructiveness.
Deep Secrets - Niobe Way 2013-05-06
ÒBoys are emotionally illiterate and donÕt want intimate friendships.Ó In this empirically grounded
challenge to our stereotypes about boys and men, Niobe Way reveals the intense intimacy among teenage
boys especially during early and middle adolescence. Boys not only share their deepest secrets and feelings
with their closest male friends, they claim that without them they would go Òwacko.Ó Yet as boys become
men, they become distrustful, lose these friendships, and feel isolated and alone. Drawing from hundreds of
interviews conducted throughout adolescence with black, Latino, white, and Asian American boys, Deep
Secrets reveals the ways in which we have been telling ourselves a false story about boys, friendships, and
human nature. BoysÕ descriptions of their male friendships sound more like Òsomething out of Love Story
than Lord of the Flies.Ó Yet in late adolescence, boys feel they have to Òman upÓ by becoming stoic and
independent. Vulnerable emotions and intimate friendships are for girls and gay men. ÒNo homoÓ becomes
their mantra. These findings are alarming, given what we know about links between friendships and health,
and even longevity. Rather than a Òboy crisis,Ó Way argues that boys are experiencing a Òcrisis of
connectionÓ because they live in a culture where human needs and capacities are given a sex (female) and
a sexuality (gay), and thus discouraged for those who are neither. Way argues that the solution lies with
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exposing the inaccuracies of our gender stereotypes and fostering these critical relationships and
fundamental human skills.
Maggi and Milo - Juli Brenning 2014-04-03
Maggi is an excellent adventurer, a pretty good songwriter, an aspiring scientist, and Milo's best friend.
Milo is a Border Collie, and he's very smart. When Maggi gets a book about frogs from her grandma,
naturally, she decides to take Milo to find frogs the very next day. But it turns out that catching frogs is
hard work. Lucky for Maggi, Milo is there to help. And lucky for Milo, even though Maggi’s not the world’s
best frog hunter, she’s the kind of friend who makes everything a little more fun. With the spunk of
Ladybug Girl and an illustration style suggestive of Charles Schulz, Maggi and Milo are an irresistible pair
with a whole lot of charm.
The Groper - Harold Hunter Armstrong 1919
Write It. No Excuses! - Lisa M Umina 2019-12-16
An award-winning children's author and the founder of Halo Publishing International, Lisa M. Umina has
sixteen years of experience in the publishing industry. Lisa's experience includes her "Milo and Lisa Show"
which made appearances at schools, hospitals, non-profit organizations, and conferences worldwide. She
has given countless newspaper, radio, and television interviews. Her publications include: Milo Finds His
Best Friend, Milo Moments, You Are My Bon-Bon, Finding Your Voice, The Road to Publishing and
Marketing, Write it No Excuses!, and the award-winning Milo and the Green Wagon.
The Adventures of Jack and Milo - Jennie Dial 2021-09-07
Meet Milo, the bull terrier pup that likes to fly! Join the fun and every day adventures with Milo and his best
friend, Jack the Pilot, as they take to the skies and find friends wherever they go!
Now and Then We Time Travel - Fraser A. Sherman 2016-12-28
More than 400 films and 150 television series have featured time travel--stories of rewriting history, lovers
separated by centuries, journeys to the past or the (often dystopian) future. This book examines some of the
roles time travel plays on screen in science fiction and fantasy. Plot synopses and credits are listed for films
and TV series from England, Canada, the UK and Japan, as well as for TV and films from elsewhere in the
world. Tropes and plot elements are highlighted. The author discusses philosophical questions about time
travel, such as the logic of timelines, causality (what's to keep time-travelers from jumping back and
correcting every mistake?) and morality (if you correct a mistake, are you still guilty of it?).
Light The Night - D.K. Daniels 2019-10-21
It is a silent night in the vicinity of Township even though it is Halloween. For those who keep the tradition
of Samhain alive, it is a last attempt at outwardly presenting how they feel trapped in their day to day lives.
Except, then there is Milo who is rather rebellious, who yells a lot, steals, vandalizes and of recently
mourns. Once he loved Halloween, though that was many years ago. For on this night the unthinkable
happened, changing his life forever. Now every Halloween he lives that same night on repeat… that is until
tonight.
Shadows of Quartz - Nicholas Milano 2017-03-17
John is having nightmares. Something is coming, something dark and powerful. Memories and shadows are
pulling together and gathering a new strength. When John turns to the one person he could confide in, he
finds Milo being elusive and deceptive. He understands everyone has their own secrets, but even
surrounded by friends, he's never felt more alone. Can John be the one thing that holds them all together?
Or are they destined to fall apart, letting secrets and lies break the bonds of their friendship?
The Toren, Book Five: Fate and Fury - Lola StVil 2018-05-28
*****The final battle is here and blood will flow…****** The team is still trying to cope with the sudden and
shocking actions of their leader, Summit. They are deep in chaos and grief but ready or not, evil is here.
This battle isn’t like any they have ever faced. Their loyalty will be tested. Their strength and courage will
be challenged. Yet no matter what dangers may come, like the Noru and the Guardians before them, the
Toren will rise to the occasion…
The Cats of Butterwick Sands - Gabriella Thomas 2020-06-08
The Cats of the Butterwick Sands is a children's book following the various adventures of cats in a small run
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down seaside town called Butterwick Sands, a place that has seen better days; the hero being one special
cat named Percy. He is a very clever and dignified cat and he is at the centre of all the adventures, stories
and intrigues that the cats and other animals have. The other cats within the book are strays from across
England and beyond - they come together to restore the funfair and caravan park, breathing life back into
Butterwick and thus ensuring its survival.
Lessons from a Girl's Best Friend - Michelle McKinney Hammond 2008-10-15
When Michelle McKinney Hammond adopted Milan, her shih tzu puppy, she had no idea that she would also
be gaining surprising insights about the mystery of God's love for His children. Now this bestselling author
of "Sassy, Single, & Satisfied" (more than 195,000 copies sold) shares humorous stories and insights that
offer readers the fun-loving faith instruction our canine friends can teach us. Walk beside God to stay on
the right path Respond to His commands consistently Be obedient to our loving Master Find joy in the
simple pleasures Express loyalty in behavior and attitude Pet lovers and everyone who wants to discover
more about being God's faithful companion along life's journey will enjoy this romp through heartwarming
tales and biblical wisdom.
Deer Season - Erin Flanagan 2021-09
It's the opening weekend of deer season in Gunthrum, Nebraska, in 1985, and Alma Costagan's
intellectually disabled farmhand, Hal Bullard, has gone hunting with some of the locals, leaving her in a
huff. That same weekend, a teenage girl goes missing, and Hal returns with a flimsy story about the blood
in his truck and a dent near the headlight. When the situation escalates from that of a missing girl to
something more sinister, Alma and her husband are forced to confront what Hal might be capable of, as
rumors fly and townspeople see Hal's violent past in a new light. A drama about the complicated
relationships connecting the residents of a small-town farming community, Deer Season explores troubling
questions about how far people will go to safeguard the ones they love and what it means to be a family.
Connected - Susan Becker
The Girl on Paper by Guillaume Musso (Book Analysis) - Bright Summaries 2018-02-07
Unlock the more straightforward side of The Girl on Paper with this concise and insightful summary and
analysis! This engaging summary presents an analysis of The Girl on Paper by Guillaume Musso, an
intriguing blend of fantasy and reality and, above all, an ode to the importance of fiction and the power of
friendship. Its main character, Tom Boyd, is a bestselling novelist, but since his girlfriend left him he has
not written a word and has sought solace in drink and drugs. His depression pushes him to the brink of
suicide, until one stormy night he wakes up to find the heroine of one of his novels in his living room. This
unexpected encounter propels him to turn his life around and overcome his crippling writer’s block, but he
soon realises that the character is not all that she seems... The Girl on Paper is Guillaume Musso’s eighth
novel, and was published to popular and critical acclaim in 2010. Musso is one of France’s most popular
contemporary authors, and his novels have been translated into around 30 languages. Find out everything
you need to know about The Girl on Paper in a fraction of the time! This in-depth and informative reading
guide brings you: • A complete plot summary • Character studies • Key themes and symbols • Questions
for further reflection Why choose BrightSummaries.com? Available in print and digital format, our
publications are designed to accompany you on your reading journey. The clear and concise style makes for
easy understanding, providing the perfect opportunity to improve your literary knowledge in no time. See
the very best of literature in a whole new light with BrightSummaries.com!
Milo's Burden - Peggy Hogan 2020-09-05
In Milo’s Burden, A wooden carving is brought to life by the ancient and forgotten Lifefire. But the newborn woman, Malissa, has a terrible flaw: her only emotion is rage. It feeds the power that surges through
her and will not let her rest until she holds the entire world in a vicious death grip. The crew of the Pride
and the inhabitants of mythical Uamh struggle to thwart her plans. In a bloody battle, Captain Oprum is
taken prisoner and all else is put aside to rescue him. Milo, the young boy who animated Malissa, has
inadvertently upset the forces of Lifefire and sundered its delicate balance. With his sister and her friend,
and an old man and his mangy dog, he must travel deep within the mountains to discover the secrets of
Lifefire before rage rules the world.
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Finding Home Mystery Series - Barbara Howard 2020-12-06
Finding Home Mystery Series Book One: Final Harvest Traci Simmons has been fired from another job and
must decide if it's time to give up her home and start fresh in another town. But, when her elderly neighbor
dies mysteriously, she is pulled into leading a crusade to save the neighbor's urban farm and find the killer.
Through her new and unexpected relationship with these invisible people, Traci faces her own insecurities
to learn what home really means. Backdrop: Homelessness, anxiety, food insecurity, gentrification. Book
Two: Charlotte's Revenge This is a continuation of the story of Traci Simmons. Her relationship with Officer
Randall Wells unfolds and they embark on a new life together. As things get serious, someone from their
past designs a scheme to ruin both of their lives. The suspense heats up as Randall becomes a target of the
evil Charlotte Carter and it almost destroys his career. And, if that were not bad enough, his love and
loyalty to Traci is put to the ultimate test. Book Three: Milo's Journey With Traci in his corner, Milo has
surmounted every challenge to become a rising star in Faucier County. His journey to success engenders
hope to thousands of young people throughout the community. But when a cold case is reopened, it shatters
everything he believes about himself and threatens to dismantle his relationships and his new life.
Milo's Journey - Barbara Howard 2020-12-06
With Traci in his corner, Milo has surmounted every challenge to become a rising star in Faucier County.
His journey to success engenders hope to thousands of young people throughout the community. But when
a cold case is reopened, it shatters everything he believes about himself and threatens to dismantle his
relationships and his new life.
A Murder on the Appian Way - Steven Saylor 1997-05-15
Torchlight flickers on elegant marble walls. The sound of a mob echoes in the street. The year is 52 B.C.
and the naked body of Publius Clodius is about to be carried through the teeming streets of Rome. Clodius,
a rich man turned rabble-rouser, was slain on the most splendid road in the world, the Appian Way. Now
Clodius's rival, Milo, is being targeted for revenge, and the city teeters on the verge of chaos. An explosive
trail will feature the best oration of Cicero and Marc Anthony, while Gordianus the Finder has been
charged by Pompey the Great himself to look further into the murder. With the Senate House already in
ashes, and his own life very much in danger, Gordianus must return to a deserted stretch of the Appian
Way—to find the truth that can save a city filled with the madness and glory.
Milo Mayes and the Case of the Golden Dagger Milo Mayes is not your typical thirteen year old. He is a genius with a passionate desire to become a great
private investigator like his dad when he grows up. Normally, Milo spends his free time solving trivial cases
like missing dogs and stolen candy bar money, but when he and his sidekick discover a dead body in the
small town of McCurtin, Milo decides to put his investigative skills to the ultimate test by attempting to
solve a case that has both the police and his dad perplexed. In doing so, Milo soon finds himself caught up
in a game of cat and mouse with a ruthless killer who is determined to rid Milo from the game.
What Milo Saw - Virginia Macgregor 2014-07-31
A BIG story about a small boy who sees the world a little differently Milo curled his thumb and forefinger
together to make a small hole and held his fingers up to Al's eyes. 'Look through here. That's what I see.
Kind of, only worse.' 'Wow, that must be amazing.' Milo shrugged. 'Not really.' 'I mean, it makes you focus,
doesn't it? I bet you see all kinds of stuff that other people miss.' Nine-year-old Milo Moon has retinitis
pigmentosa: his eyes are slowly failing and he will eventually go blind. But for now he sees the world
through a pin hole and notices things other people don't. When Milo's beloved gran succumbs to dementia
and moves into a nursing home, Milo soon realises there's something wrong at the home. So with just Tripi,
the nursing home's cook, and Hamlet, his pet pig, to help, Milo sets out on a mission to expose the nursing
home and the sinister Nurse Thornhill. Insightful, wise and surprising, What Milo Saw is filled with big
ideas and simple truths. Milo sees the world in a very special way and it will be impossible for you not to
fall in love with him and then share his story with everyone you know.
Under Fire - Margaret McLean 2011-06-21
A Boston firefighter is shot and killed in the line of duty while rescuing Amina Diallo and her fifteen-yearold son, Malick, from their burning store. Diallo, a Senegalese Muslim immigrant, is arrested for arson and
murder, and will likely be convicted in record time. Attorneys Sarah Lynch and Buddy Clancy face more
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Now That I've Found You - Kristina Forest 2020-08-25
"Through this pitch-perfect rom-com, Kristina Forest explores the legacy of family and what it means to be
young and full of artistic passion. I was utterly charmed from start to finish." —Maurene Goo, author of
Somewhere Only We Know Now That I've Found You is a YA novel about searching for answers, love, and
your eccentric grandma in all the wrong places. Following in the footsteps of her überfamous grandma,
eighteen-year-old Evie Jones is poised to be Hollywood’s next big star. That is until a close friend’s betrayal
leads to her being blacklisted . . . Fortunately, Evie knows just the thing to save her floundering career: a
public appearance with America’s most beloved actress—her grandma Gigi, aka the Evelyn Conaway. The
only problem? Gigi is a recluse who’s been out of the limelight for almost twenty years. Days before Evie
plans to present her grandma with an honorary award in front of Hollywood’s elite, Gigi does the
unthinkable: she disappears. With time running out and her comeback on the line, Evie reluctantly enlists
the help of the last person to see Gigi before she vanished: Milo Williams, a cute musician Evie isn’t sure
she can trust. As Evie and Milo conduct a wild manhunt across New York City, romance and adventure
abound while Evie makes some surprising discoveries about her grandma—and herself.
Maggi and Milo Make New Friends - Juli Brenning 2016-07-12
Perfect for fans of Ladybug Girl, this playground adventure about the joy of making new friends continues
the story of the plucky girl-and-dog duo from Maggi and Milo Maggi is an irrepressible girl with an equally
awesome best friend: her dog, Milo. So when Mom suggests a day at the park with other kids, Maggi isn't
sure. All she needs is Milo, afer all. But off to the playground they go—only to find that no dogs are allowed!
Maggi wants to stay behind, but the other kids are having so much fun that . . . she decides to go in. Before
long, she has a whole group of new friends, and all of them want to try walking Milo. But first, they have to
find a family of rollie-pollies, complete a treasure hunt, and build a pirate ship. When it's time to go, Maggi
waves goodbye to her new friends—but she knows she's going home with Milo, her best friend of all. With
bright, playful, Charles Schulz-style illustrations and a distinctive real-kid voice, this endearing picture
book series introduces kids to a sweet girl-and-dog friendship that full of adventure.

than racial and religious prejudice in this impossible courtroom battle. Diallo is targeted by a gunman in
open court, a key defense witness is attacked, and documents are stolen. Someone is trying to stop Sarah
and Clancy from winning the case. They must find out who and why. A dangerous pursuit of the truth
becomes Amina's only chance in Margaret McLean's Under Fire. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Shattered Glass - A.C. Katt 2020-07-01
A classic rock and roll gay romance that spans both time and distance. A story that follows love and
betrayal from the grit and grunge of the Jersey Shore to the clean high desert sands of New Mexico and
back. Liam knew he loved Milo, even when they were kids. But their fame and fortune can’t buy him the
happiness of taking Milo out of the closet and be able to freely express their love. Unfortunately, there is
someone out there who will do anything to tear them apart. He conspires to break the lovers up in the most
vicious way possible. Six years later, Liam is older, wiser, and has rebuilt his life after the devastating loss
of his lover. Forced by his loyalty to a friend, Liam agrees to a working reunion with Milo. When they
realize what was done to them, they band together to uncover the web of lies that pulled them apart.
The Girl's Best Friend Mysteries - Leslie Margolis 2015-03-31
This exciting new bind-up features all three of Leslie Margolis's pitch-perfect Maggie Brooklyn Mystery
novels in one sleek package! In Girl's Best Friend, dogs are disappearing in Maggie Brooklyn Sinclair's
neighborhood, and she knows all about it. After all, she has a semi-secret after-school gig as a professional
(okay, amateur) dog walker. Maggie may have a lot of leads, but she never suspected her crush Milo could
be involved In Vanishing Acts, a movie starring the young heartthrob Seth Ryan starts filming in Maggie's
neighborhood, and everyone has movie mania. Maggie manages to capture Seth's attention, but then he
disappears! Everyone thinks he's been kidnapped, but Maggie knows better. In Secrets at the Chocolate
Mansion, someone is out to sabotage the new sweet shop in the neighborhood. Maggie's on the case, but
her new babysitting gig has her and her twin brother Finn hanging out in what they fear may be a real
haunted mansion. And it's hard to solve real life mysteries when you think you're seeing ghosts!
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